Blueprint Genova is a proposal by Architect Renzo Piano which attempts to reconnect Genova to the city. It reconfigures the perimeter of the city that runs from Porta Siberia to Punta Vagno, attempting to build a bridge between citizen's demands and those of port operaition.
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The structural system is a combination of a reinforced concrete flat slab system with prestressed slabs and hollow steel members to form the arched structural members supporting the connection bridge. V-columns hold up the residential units above the swimming area, creating an interesting visual element.

The facade is based on a double skin system of cladding where the inner skin is glass and the exterior is a combination of Corten (Weathering steel) and cement fibre boards finished to resemble wood panels. Depending on the orientation of the interior space, the external facade will have dense shading if it faces the southern and southwestern sunlight while it will have lighter shading elements if it faces north. These wooden panels would be assembled into louvred system controllable by the user.

**Diagram of Room Types**
- Luxury Apartments
- Large Apartments
- Medium Apartments
- Small Apartments

**Diagram of Circulation**
- Vertical Circulation: Private Decks, Public Decks, Unshaded Public Area, Sundeck Area, Roof Area, Office Area
- Public/Residential Circulation
- Unshaded Public Area
- Hotel Area
- Commercial Area
- roadway
- Office Area